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Abstract
The description of the electromagnetic interaction of charged spinless particles is usually formulated by
the Scalar Quantum Electrodynamics. However, there is an alternative formulation given by the Duffin-
Kemmer-Petiau theory: the Scalar DKP gauge theory. The proof of the equivalence between these two
formulations has been discussed in many researches, but there is not yet a conclusive proof. In this paper,
we initiate a complete proof in the framework of the Causal Perturbation theory, showing that both scalar
formulations provide the same results for the differential cross section at tree level.
I. Introduction
The Scalar Quantum Electrodynamics (SQED4) is the analogous gauge theory of the Schwinger-
Tomonaga-Feynman Quantum Electrodynamics (QED4) that describes the electromagnetic inter-
action of charged spinless particles. As soon as F.J. Dyson [1] showed that the QED4 can be consis-
tently renormalized, in 1950 F. Rohrlich [2] showed the equivalence of the Schwinger-Tomonaga
theory and Feynman theory for the SQED case. Furthermore, Rohrlich found the divergence
of meson-meson interaction. Therefore, with the purpose to obtain a renormalized theory, he
assumes that there exist a self-interaction term in the Lagrangian of the theory.
Moreover, R. Duffin, N. Kemmer and G. Petiau in the period of years between 1936 and 1939
proposed [3–5] a first order equation (known as DKP equation) to describe particles with spin 0
and spin 1. Thus, in order to describe the electromagnetic interaction of charged spinless particles,
one can follow the minimal coupling method for U p1q gauge theories. Therefore, it is possible to
construct the interacting theory of DKP’s and electromagnetic fields known as Scalar DKP gauge
theory (SDKP4) [6–9].
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It is known that non-interacting scalar particles can be described by the second order Klein-
Gordon-Fock [10] equation and, as we pointed out above, by the first order DKP equation. There-
fore, it is reasonable that in the free case the DKP and KGF theories are equivalent, both in
classical and quantum pictures. For instance, it was showed that both theories are equivalent in
the classical level for the cases of minimal interaction with electromagnetic [11] and gravitational
fields [12].
A strict proof of equivalence between both theories, with out self interacting terms, were
also given by B.M. Pimentel and V. Ya. Fainberg in [13]. They used the reduction formulas of
Lehmann, Symanzik, Zimmermann [14] to compare the two S-matrices constructed for the two
theories. In [15], they comment that: "In principle, the DKP as well as KGF theories are nonrenor-
malizable ones even for scalar particles due to the logarithmical divergence of one loop diagrams
of scattering two particles with exchange of two photons". Then, following the Rohrlich sugges-
tion, to obtain SQED4 renormalizable, they proposed that SDKP4 can becomes renormalizable if
we introduce a self interaction term.
An alternative way to proof the equivalence of SQED4 and SDKP4 is provided by the Epstein-
Glaser perturbative causal approach or Causal Perturbation Theory (CPT) [16]. The great ad-
vantage of this approach is that this is intrinsically finite, therefore, there is no need to include
self-interaction terms neither in SQED4 nor in SDKP4. For instance, in SQED4, M. Dütsch, F.
Krahe and G. Scharf [17] found out that there is only need of the derivative coupling term to
reproduce all the well known results of the standard approach. Furthermore, they demonstrated
that SQED4 is (re)normalizable1 and the self-interacting term arises naturally from the theory.
From these results, we bealieve that CPT is a great framework to analyze the equivalence of
SQED4 and SDKP4, and to determine the (re)normalizability of the last one.
The origin of CPT started in 1973 when H. Epstein and V. Glaser wrote their article entitled
“The role of locality in perturbation theory" [16] where they developed an iterative construction
of the S-matrix taking as advantage the causal support of the propagators to determine their
advanced and retarded part. Ten years later, G. Scharf began to apply the approach to study
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) obtaining a finite theory, in other words, a theory without
ultraviolet and infrared divergences [18–27]. From the striking results in QED, G. Scharf and
collaborators applied CPT to study other quantum field theories as Yang-Mills [28–33], abelian
Higgs mechanism [34], Electroweak theory [35,36], Super-symmetry [37–40] and Quantum Grav-
ity [41–51]. On the other side of the Atlantic ocean, B. M. Pimentel and Collaborators applied CPT
in General Quantum Electrodynamics (GQED) [53], Light front Dynamics [54, 55], SDKP4 [56],
gauge Thirring model [57, 58], and QED3 [59, 60].
In a previous work [56], Lunardi et al. provides some progress in the causal approach point
of view of SDKP4 oriented to compute the scalar propagator, the vacuum polarization tensor, the
self energy function, and the vertex correction in the limit of zero momentum transfer. In some
sense, this work is a continuation of that one. However, in the present work, we construct the
SDKP4 following the perturbative gauge invariant property [52].
If the SQED4 and SDKP4 approaches are equivalent, both theories must give us the same phys-
ical observables. In particular, the scattering cross sections. In this work, we initiate a complete
analysis of the SDKP4 in the framework of CPT. In this sense, we will focus our attention to the
Moller and Compton scattering processes to proof the equivalence at tree level by comparing the
differential cross sections.
1In the point of view of CPT there is three kind of theories: Normalizable, non-normalizable and super-normalizable.
The prefix re is not used because there are not ultraviolet divergences.
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The paper is organized as follows: In sections II and III, CPT will be introduced in generality
to be applied to any quantum field theory. In section IV, we develop the quantum properties
of free DKP, electromagnetic and fermionic scalar ghost fields to be applied in Scalar Quantum
Electrodynamics and to develop gauge invariance at quantum level that will be presented in
section V. The section VI is devoted to verified the base term T1, founded in the previous section,
by computing the differential cross section for the scattering of scalar particle by a non quantized
electromagnetic field. In section VII, we will compute the second order causal distribution which
contain the Compton and Moller scattering processes and the radiative corrections known as
vacuum polarization and self energy function. In sections VIII and IX, we will compute the
differential cross sections of the Moller and Compton scattering processes, respectively. Finally
in section X, we will present our conclusions.
II. Causal Perturbation Theory
The CPT formalism works directly in the construction of the scattering operator as a formal series
in the following form
Srgs ” 1`
8ÿ
n“1
1
n!
ż
d4x1 . . . d
4xnTnpx1, . . . , xnqgpx1q . . . gpxnq, (1)
where gpxq P r0, 1s is the switching on-off Bogoliubov [61] function and Tn are named n-point dis-
tributions [27]. In this approach gbn are test functions of Tn which are operator value distributions
(OVD). As we will see later, the distributions Tn are well define temporal ordered product of free
quantized fields.
In the same sense, we define the inverse of S operator as a formal series too
S´1 “ 1`
8ÿ
n“1
1
n!
ż
d4x1 . . . d
4xn rTnpx1, . . . , xnqgpx1q . . . gpxnq, (2)
thus, by a formal inversion S´1 “ p1` Tq´1 “ 1`ř8r“1p´Tqr , we obtain the following identity
rTnpx1, . . . , xnq “ nÿ
r“1
p´1qr
ÿ
Pr
Tn1pX1q . . . TnrpXrq, (3)
where the sum runs over all partitions Pr of the set X “ tx1, . . . , xnu in r disjoints and not empty
sub-sets Xi.
From (1), in order to construct the S-matrix, we can see that the principal objects to determine
are the OVD Tn. Imposing Poincaré invariance of S, we obtain the following useful properties
Tnpx1, . . . , xnq “ Tnpx1 ` a, . . . , xn ` aq, (4)
Tpx1, . . . , xnq “ TpΛx1, . . . ,Λxnq, (5)
where Λ is a Lorentz transformation tensor. In CPT, the causality principle is imposed to S
from the beginning, so that we can demonstrate [27] the following temporal decomposition for
Tn and T˜n
Tnpx1, . . . , xm, xm`1, . . . , xnq “ Tmpx1, . . . , xmqTn´mpxm`1, . . . , xnq, (6)
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rTnpx1, . . . , xm, xm`1, . . . , xnq “ rTn´mpxm`1, . . . , xnqrTmpx1, . . . , xmq, (7)
if and only if tx01, . . . , x0mu ą tx0m`1, . . . , x0nu.
The causal construction of S operator begins defining the first nontrivial term T1 with the help
of perturbative gauge invariance which we will present in section V.
By considering that we know all distributions tTn´1, . . . , T1, T˜n´1, . . . , T˜1u, we can define the
intermediate distributions A1n and R
1
n as
A1px1, . . . , xnq ”
ÿ
P2
rTn1pXqTn´n1pY, xnq, (8)
R1px1, . . . , xnq ”
ÿ
P2
Tn´n1pY, xnqrTn1pXq, (9)
where the sum runs over all partitions P2 of the set tx1, . . . , xn´1u in two disjoints sub-sets X
and Y, with X ‰ H as the only restriction. This product is well define because is done between
distributions defined in different space points.
The next step is extend the sums (8) and (9) allowing the empty sub-set X “ H
Anpx1, . . . , xnq ”
ÿ
P02
rTn1pXqTn´n1pY, xnq, (10)
Rnpx1, . . . , xnq ”
ÿ
P02
Tn´n1pY, xnqrTn1pXq, (11)
where T0 “ 1 “ T˜0 and P02 represents the inclusion of the empty set in the partition procedure. It
is straightforward to rewrite the sums (10) and (11) as
Anpx1, . . . , xnq “ A1npx1, . . . , xnq ` Tnpx1, . . . , xnq, (12)
Rnpx1, . . . , xnq “ R1npx1, . . . , xnq ` Tnpx1, . . . , xnq. (13)
Therefore we can determine the n-point distribution by
Tnpx1, . . . , xnq “
#
Anpx1, . . . , xnq ´ A1npx1, . . . , xnq,
Rnpx1, . . . , xnq ´ R1npx1, . . . , xnq.
(14)
In equations (12) and (13) just R1n and A
1
n are known. However, we can demonstrate that An
and Rn are the advanced and retarded parts of the difference
Dnpx1, . . . , xnq ” R1npx1, . . . , xnq ´ A1npx1, . . . , xnq
“ Rnpx1, . . . , xnq ´ Anpx1, . . . , xnq,
(15)
where Dnpx1, . . . , xnq is named causal distribution. The computation of An and Rn from Dn can be
done via the causal splitting procedure and it will be presented in the next section.
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III. Causal splitting procedure
In the usual framework, the splitting of a causal distribution in its advanced or retarded part is
done by the naively multiplication by the Heaviside step function [62]. However, this product is
not always well defined because in quantum field theory there exist causal singular distributions.
As demonstrated by G. Scharf, in QED [27] this naively procedure were the origin of ultraviolet
(UV) divergences.
From the properties of the n-point distributions (3-7) and by using the firstWick theorem [27],
it is not difficult to note that the causal distribution Dn is a summation of normal order operator
products as follows
Dnpx1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
k
:
ź
j
Opxjq : dknpx1, . . . , xnq, (16)
where Opxjq represents all kind of OVD and dknpx1, . . . , xnq are the numerical part of each sum-
mation term obtained via Wick contractions defined as OpxiqOpxjq ” rOp´qpxiq,Op`qpxjqs. It is
useful to represent (16) graphically: the non-contracted OVD fields resemble in and out particles,
and the numerical distributions dknpx1, . . . , xnq represent their connections.
The causal split is applied to the numerical distribution dn. By using the Poincaré invariance,
we can translate dn by xn
dknpx1, . . . , xnq “ dknpx1 ´ xn, . . . , xn´1 ´ xn, 0q ” dpx˜q, (17)
where we define dpx˜q as the general term to denote each numerical distribution to be split and
x˜ “ px˜1, . . . , x˜n´1q, where x˜i “ xi ´ xn.
In the usual treatment of Quantum Field Theory [62], the UV divergence problem is as-
cribed to physical phenomena at very short space-time distance. However, this problem arise
because in that treatment the split involved products of (17) Heaviside step functions Θpx0j ´ x0nq
where j “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, and such products are ill-defined in the limit x˜ Ñ 0.
For a proper treatment we must consider the behavior of dpx˜q when points tx1, . . . , xn´1u
are near to xn. This behavior is characterized via a mathematical parameter named order of
singularity ω of the distribution2 dn. To obtain ω we first need to determine the quasi-asymptotic
of dn defined in momentum space3 as
Definitition III.1 A distribution dˆppq P C180 pRmq has a quasi-asymptotic dˆ0ppq over p “ 8, if for a
positive function ρpαq (α ą 0) the limit
lim
αÑ0
xρpαqdˆp p
α
q, ψˇppqy “ xdˆ0ppq, ψˇppqy ‰ 0, (18)
exist for every test function ψˇppq.
2We will omit the super index k from now.
3We use the notations fˆ ppq and fˇ ppq for the direct and inverse Fourier transform, respectively, defined as
fˆ pxq “ p2piq´
m
2
ż
dmx f pxqeipx,
fˇ pxq “ p2piq´
m
2
ż
dmx f pxqe´ipx.
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From (18), we determine the power counting function ρpαq. With ρpαq, we proceed to determine
ω using
lim
αÑ0`
ρpaαq
ρpαq “ a
ω. (19)
We classify the numerical distributions dn as regular if ω ă 0, and singular if ω ě 0. When
dn is regular, the splitting by using Heaviside step functions are well defined, but in the singular
case it is not. In the reference [27] it is possible to see the demonstration that the numerical
retarded part of d2 is given by the following formula
rˆ0ppq “ i2piSgnpp
0q
8ż
´8
dt
dˆptpq
1´ t` iSgnpp0q0` , ω ă 0; (20)
rˆ0ppq “ i2piSgnpp
0q
ż
dt
dˆptpq
pt´ i0`qω`1p1´ t` iSgnpp0q0`q `
ωÿ
l“0
Cˆl p
l, ω ě 0; (21)
where Cl are constants that the causal splitting procedure do not fix. They need to be fixed with
other physical properties as second order gauge invariance, charge conjugation invariance, etc.
With rˆ0ppq, we obtain Rn and Tn by making the necessary substitutions. (En mi opiniÃs¸n la
parte retardada tambiÃl’n debe escribirse explÃ citamente, similar a (16))
IV. Quantized free Fields
The free fields are solution of the Lorentz covariant homogeneous field equations at quantum
level. In the case of electromagnetic interaction, the value of coupling constant is small enough
to expand the S-matrix in terms of free fields.
In this section we develop the necessary properties for electromagnetic an DKP quantized free
fields.
i. Electromagnetic field
The quantized Electromagnetic field Aµpxq obey the relativistic wave equation [52]
lAµ “ 0, l “ gµνBνBµ, gµν “ diagp`,´,´,´q. (22)
Taking into account (22) as four massless Klein-Gordon-Fock equations, we define the solu-
tions as
A0pxq “ p2piq´3{2
ż
d3k?
2ω
´
c0pkqe´ikx ´ c0pkq:eikx
¯
, (23)
Aipxq “ p2piq´3{2
ż
d3k?
2ω
´
cipkqe´ikx ` cipkq:eikx
¯
, (24)
where the operators cµpkq: and cµpkq are the creation and annihilation operators, respectively,
which obey the following commutation relations
rcµpkq, cνpk1q:s “
#
δpk´ k1q for µ “ ν,
0 for µ ‰ ν. (25)
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The minus sign in (23) has been chosen to have a coherent result in the commutation of two
electromagnetic 4-potentials 4. This commutation rule is”
Aαpxq, Aβpyq
ı
“ gαβiD0px´ yq, (26)
where D0px ´ yq is the massless Lorentz invariant Jordan-Pauli distribution that for m ‰ 0 has
the following form
Dmpxq ” ip2piq3
ż
d4pδpp2´m2qsgnpp0qe´ipx. (27)
We define the positive and negative frequency solution for Aµ as
Aµp`q “ p2piq´3{2
ż
d3k?
2ω
cµpkq:eikx ˆ
#
1, for µ “ 1, 2, 3
´1, for µ “ 0, (28)
Aµp´q “ p2piq´3{2
ż
d3k?
2ω
cµpkqe´ikx. (29)
From (28), (29) and (25), we could compute the following commutation relations
rAµp´qpxq, Aνp`qpyqs “ gµνiDp`q0 px´ yq, (30)
rAνp`qpxq, Aµp´qpyq, s “ gµνiDp´q0 px ´ yq, (31)
where Dp`qm“0pxq and D
p´q
m“0px ´ yq are the massless positive and negative parts of Jordan-Pauli
distribution
D
p`q
m pxq ”
i
p2piq3
ż
d4pδpp2 ´m2qΘpp0qe´ipx “ ip2piq3
ż
d3p
2p0
e´ipx, (32)
D
p´q
m pxq ” ´ip2piq3
ż
d4pδpp2 ´m2qΘpp0qeipx “ ´ip2piq3
ż
d3p
2p0
eipx, (33)
Dmpxq “ Dp`qm pxq ` Dp´qm pxq. (34)
ii. Duffin-Kemmer-Petiau field
The Duffin-Kemmer-Petiau (DKP) field is a solutions of the DKP equation [3–5]
piβµBµ ´mqψpxq “ 0, (35)
where βµ represent four matrices which obey the following algebra
βµβνβρ ` βρβνβµ “ βµgνρ ` βρgµν. (36)
The DKP algebra (36) has three irreducible representations of order 1, 5 and 10. The represen-
tation of order 1 is trivial, the next order 5 represent scalar particles and the order 10 represents
spin-1 particles. Therefore, to study SDKP4 we will use the representation of order 5.
4If we do not use the minus sign in (23), then we would obtain
“
Aαpxq, Aβpyq
‰
“ δαβ iD0px´ yq, which is not correct
because we have a second rank Lorentz tensor in the left hand side of the equation and a scalar in the other side.
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The DKP field ψpxq is given by
ψpxq “
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
appqu´ppqe´ipx `
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
b:ppqu`ppqeipx, (37)
ψpxq “
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
a:ppqu´ppqeipx `
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
bppqu`ppqe´ipx, (38)
where the conjugate DKP field ψ¯pxq is obtained via
ψ¯pxq “ ψ:pxqη0, η0 “ 2pβ0q2 ´ 1, (39)
and the operators appq and bppq are the annihilation operators of a scalar particle and antiparticle
respectively. They obey the following commutation rules#
rappq, a:pp1qs “ δpp´ p1q,
rbppq, b:pp1qs “ δpp´ p1q, (40)
and null for other ones.
The factors u´ppq and u`ppq are column vectors of five elements. To get a positive energy
system, they need to be normalized in the following form
u˘β0u˘ “ ¯1. (41)
From (37), we can define the positive and negative frequency solutions ψp`q and ψp´q as
follows
ψp`qpxq ”
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
b:ppqu`ppqeipx, (42)
ψp´qpxq ”
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
appqu´ppqe´ipx, (43)
and by conjugation
ψ
p`qpxq ”
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
a:ppqu´ppqeipx, (44)
ψ
p´qpxq ”
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
bppqu`ppqe´ipx. (45)
For a global Up1q transformation δψpxq “ ieαψpxq, the conservative Noether current jµ is
jµpxq “ e : ψpxqβµψpxq :, (46)
where e is the unit charge of a scalar particle and the double dots : . . . : means a normal order
product. As usual, the latter is necessary to normalize the vacuum expectation value of the
current as x0|jµpxq|0y “ 0.
Now, by using (40)-(45), we can determine the following commutations rules
rψp´qa pxq,ψp`qb pyqs “
1
i
S
p`q
ab px ´ yq, (47)
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rψp`qa pxq,ψp´qb pyqs “
1
i
S
p´q
ab px ´ yq, (48)
where
S
p`q
ab pxq ”
1
m
ri{Bpi{B `mqsabDp`qm pxq, (49)
S
p´q
ab pxq ”
1
m
ri{Bpi{B `mqsabDp´qm pxq, (50)
Spxq ” Sp`qpxq ` Sp´qpxq “ 1
m
ri{Bpi{B `mqsDmpxq, (51)
and where the Feynman like notation βµBµ “ {B is used.
For future applications, we will write here the Fourier transform of the Jordan-Pauli and Spxq
distributions. From (27), (32) and (33), we have
Dˆmppq “ i2pi δpp
2 ´m2qSgnpp0q, (52)
Dˆ
p`q
m ppq “
i
2pi
δpp2 ´m2qΘpp0q, (53)
Dˆ
p´q
m ppq “ ´ i2pi δpp
2 ´m2qΘp´p0q. (54)
And from (49), (50) and (51), it is straightforward to determine the following results
Sˆ˘ppq “ 1
m
r{pp{p`mqs ˘ip2piqΘp˘p
0qδpp2 ´m2q “ 1
m
r{pp{p`mqsD˘mppq, (55)
Sˆppq “ 1
m
r{pp{p`mqs ip2piqSgnpp
0qδpp2 ´m2q “ 1
m
r{pp{p`mqsDmppq. (56)
V. Perturbative gauge invariance
As mention in section II, to begin the construction of S-matrix, we need to define the first non-
trivial OVD term T1pxq of (1). In the regular theory we have T1pxq “ i : Lint :, where Lint is the
interaction Lagrangian. In CPT this is not always true.
As an example, we mention the case of SQED4 constructed with a complex scalar field
ϕpxq which obey the Klein-Gordon-Fock equation [17]. To obtain a gauge invariant theory,
we substitute the partial derivative in the free Lagrangian of ϕpxq with the covariant derivative
Dµ “ Bµ ` ieAµ, obtaining for Lint
Lint “ ´ieAµpϕ˚ÐÑBµ ϕq ` e2ϕ˚ϕAµAµ, (57)
where e represent the electric charge of scalar particle.
The problem with using the Lint of (57), to construct T1, is in the second order term e2ϕ˚ϕAµAµ
which by construction must belong to T2 because in this approach e represents the physical charge
and not a mathematical parameter. What is unquestionable is that T1 must be defined from the
gauge invariance property but in the quantum level.
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As constructed by Scharf et al. in [52], a quantum gauge transformation of electromagnetic
field has the following form
A1µpxq “ Aµpxq ` λBµupxq `Opλ2q, (58)
where upxq is a quantum free field which obey the massless Klein-Gordon-Fock equation lupxq “
0 and has the following solution
upxq ” p2piq´3{2
ż
d3p?
2ω
´
d2ppqe´ipx ` d1ppq:eipx
¯
. (59)
By defining the function u˜pxq as
u˜pxq ” p2piq´3{2
ż
d3p?
2ω
´
´d1ppqe´ipx ` d2ppq:eipx
¯
, (60)
and using tdjpp, d:kpqqu “ δjkδpp´qq, we could see that upxq and u˜pxq obey the anti-commutation
rule
tupxq, u˜pyqu “ ´iD0px ´ yq. (61)
The operators upxq and u˜pxq are called scalar fermionic ghost fields because they obey the mass-
less Klein-Grodon-Fock equation but obey the anti-commutation rule.
The gauge transformation (58) could be obtained in the following form
A1µpxq “ e´iλQAµpxqe´iλQ, (62)
where the operator Q is called gauge charge. Expanding the exponential, we obtain
A1µpxq “ Aµpxq ´ iλrQ, Aµpxqs `Opλ2q, (63)
then, comparing the equations (58) and (63), we obtain a differential operator equation for Q
rQ, Aµpxqs “ iBµupxq. (64)
The solution for Q in (64) is
Q “
ż
d3xrBνAνB0u´ pB0BνAνqus “
ż
d3xBνAνÐÑB 0u, (65)
where the integral is performed over a hyperplane x0 “ constant.
Now, we define the gauge derivative dQ as
dQF ” rQ, Fs, dQG ” tQ,Gu, (66)
where F is a product of Bose fields by an even number of fermionic ghost fields, and G is a
product of a Bose fields by an odd number of fermionic ghost fields,
In order to obtain a gauge invariant theory, we demand that all n-point distributions Tn obey
the following identity
dQTnpx1, . . . , xnq “ i
nÿ
l“1
B
Bxµl
T
µ
n{l
px1, . . . , xnq, (67)
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where Tµ
n{l
px1, . . . , xnq is the following well defined time ordering product constructed via CPT
T
µ
n{l
px1, . . . , xnq “ TtT1px1q . . . Tµ1{1pxlq . . . T1pxnqu, (68)
and Tµ1{1 is called the Q-vertex. The identity (67) is called perturbative gauge invariance condition.
For one massless gauge field Aµpxq we have Q in the form (65) and the following gauge
transformations
dQA
µpxq “ iBµupxq, (69)
dQupxq “ 0, (70)
dQu˜pxq “ ´iBµAµpxq. (71)
First of all, to determine T1pxq we can use (67) for n “ 1
dQT1px1q “ iBµTµ1{1px1q. (72)
Secondly, because of the adiabatic limit gpxq Ñ 1, the term T1pxq must contain all kind of
interactions between gauge and matter fields. As show by Scharf et al. [28–31], only in the case
where there are a collection of massless gauge fields Aµa pxq, where a “ 1, . . . ,N, the condition (72)
allows the existence of self interaction terms between gauge and ghost fields.
For SDKP, where we have one massless gauge field, T1 only contain the interaction between
electromagnetic and matter current in the form
T
pSDKPq
1 px1q “ ijµpx1qAµpx1q. (73)
Because jµpxq represents the matter current, it contains DKP fields ψpxq and ψ¯pxq. Therefore,
with the help of (69), (70) and ((71)), by taking the gauge derivative of (73), we have
dQT
pSDKPq
1 px1q “ dQtijµpx1qAµpx1qu “ ijµpx1qdQAµpx1q “ ´jµpx1qBµupx1q. (74)
From (73) and (74), we can conclude that to satisfy the condition (72), the matter current jµpxq
must be the divergenceless Noether current (46), therefore
Bµ jµpxq “ 0 ùñ dQTpSDKPq1 px1q “ iBµT
µpSDKPq
1{1 “ iBµpijµpx1qupx1qq. (75)
Finally, replacing (46) in the expressions for the Q-vertex, we obtain for it and T1 the following
forms
T
µpSDKPq
1{1 “ ijµpx1qupx1q “ ie : ψpx1qβµψpx1q : upx1q, (76)
T
pSDKPq
1 pxq “ ie : ψpx1qβµψpx1q : Aµpx1q. (77)
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VI. Scattering of DKP particle by static external field
As a first application, we are going to determine the differential cross section dσ{dΩ in the
scattering of scalar by an external non-quantized electromagnetic field Aextµ .
If the system includes Aextµ , then we need to perform the substitution Aµ Ñ Aµ ` Aextµ in the
construction of the S-Matrix. Therefore, the perturbative expansion of S-matrix includes a term
S “ . . .`
ż
d4xie : ψpxqβµψpxq : Aextµ pxq ` . . . . (78)
This term is the important one to study a scattered scalar particle by Aextµ . By considering that
the initial and final states does not include the creation (or annihilation) of photons, they take the
following form
|iny “ |Ψiy “
ż
d3p1Φipp1qa:pp1q|0y, (79)
|outy “ |Ψ f y “
ż
d3p2Φ f pp2qa:pp2q|0y, (80)
where a:pp1,2q are the creation operators for scalar particles with momentums p1,2. The functions
Φi and Φ f are wave packets sharply peaked in pi and p f , respectively.
Now, by computing the scattering amplitude Ai f “ xΨ f |S|Ψiy, it is not difficult to see that the
only non-null result is
Ai f “ ie
ż
d4xxΨ f | : ψpxqβµψpxq : |ΨiyAextµ pxq
“ ie
ż
d4x
ż
d3p2
ż
d3p1Φ
˚
f pp2qΦipp1qˆ
ˆ x0|app2q : ψpxqβµψpxq : a:pp1q|0yAextµ pxq.
(81)
In order to compute the term x0|app2q : ψpxqβµψpxq : a:pp1q|0y, we can use the Wick theo-
rem. Therefore, only the term with the two simultaneous contractions app2qψ¯pxq and ψpxqa:pp1q
contributes to (81). These contractions are
app2qψpxq “ app2qψp`qpxq “ apq2q
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
a:ppqu´ppqeipx
“
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
δpp2 ´ pqu´ppqeipx “ 1p2piq 32
u´pp2qeip2x,
(82)
ψpxqa:pp1q “ ψp´qpxqa:pp1q “
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
appqu´ppqe´ipxa:pp1q
“
ż
d3p
p2piq 32
δpp1 ´ pqu´ppqe´ipx “
1
p2piq 32
u´pp1qe´ip1x.
(83)
With the help of (82) and (83), the expression (81) takes the following form
Ai f “ ie
ż
d3p2
ż
d3p1Φ
˚
f pp2qΦipp1q
1
p2piq3 u
´pp2qβµu´pp1q
ż
d4xe´ipp1´p2qxAextµ pxq (84)
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If the electromagnetic field is an static one, then we can replace Aextµ pxq “ Aextµ pxq. The latter
allows us to evaluate the integral in x0 to obtain
Ai f “
ż
d3p2
ż
d3p1Φ
˚
f pp2qΦipp1qMi f pp1,p2qδpE1 ´ E2q, (85)
where
Mi f pp1,p2q “
ie
p2piq 12
u´pp2qβµu´pp1qAˆpp2 ´ p1q, (86)
Aˆpp2 ´ p1q “ p2piq´
3
2
ż
d3xe´ipp2´p1qxAµpxq. (87)
With the computation of Ai f , we can determine the transition probability Pi f defined as
Pi f “ |Ai f |2. (88)
Replacing (85) into (88), we have
Pi f “
ż
d3p1d
3p2Φ f pp2qS˜˚i f pp1,p2qΦ˚i pp1q
ż
d3p11d
3p12Φ
˚
f pp12qS˜i f pp11,p12qΦipp11q. (89)
where
S˜i f “Mi f pp1,p2qδpE1 ´ E2q (90)
By summing over all possible final states, we obtainÿ
f
Pi f “
ż
d3p1d
3p2M
˚
i f pp1,p2qδpE1 ´ E2qΦ˚i pp1q
ż
d3p11Mi f pp11,p2qδpE11 ´ E2qΦipp11q (91)
From the fact that the function Φipp1q is sharply peaked in pi and by considering that the
width of Φipp1q is too small compared with the scale of varying of Mi f , we could rewrite (91) as
follows ÿ
f
Pi f “
ż
d3p2|Mi f ppi,p2q|2
ż
d3p1d
3p11δpE1 ´ E2qΦ˚i pp1qδpE11 ´ E2qΦipp11q. (92)
In order to reduce (92), we must evaluate the p2 integral in spherical coordinates and by
replacing the integral form of the delta function δpE11 ´ E1q “ p2piq´1
ş
dte´ipE
1
1´E1qt, we obtainÿ
f
Pi f “
ż
dΩ2|Mi f ppi,p2q|2|pi|Eip2piq2
ż
dt|Φpt, x “ 0q|2, (93)
where Φpt, xq is the following free wave packet function in configuration space
Φpt, xq “ p2piq´ 32
ż
d3qΦipqqe´ipEqt´qxq. (94)
After considering that the velocity of the scattered incoming particles is v, the wave packet
takes the following form
Φpt, xq “ Φ0px` vtq. (95)
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Now, by averaging (93) in a cylinder of radius R parallel to v and regarding the wave packet
(95), we haveÿ
f
Pi f pRq “
1
piR2
ż
xKďR
d2xK
ż
dt|Φ0px` vtq|2
ż
dΩ2|Mi f ppi,p2q|2|pi|Eip2piq2. (96)
As usual, the cross section is defined as
σ “ lim
RÑ8
piR2
ÿ
f
Pi f pRq. (97)
Because of the limit RÑ8, the first two integrals in (96) can be performed as followsż
xKďR
d2xK
ż
dt|Φ0px` vtq|2 “ 1|v|
ż
dx3|Φ0|2 “ 1|v| (98)
Therefore, after replacing (96) into (97), we get
σ “ E2pip2piq2
ż
dΩ2|Mi f ppi,p2q|2. (99)
From (99), it is straightforward to obtain the differential cross section as
dσ
dΩ
“ p2piq2E2i |Mpp f ,piq|2. (100)
Replacing (86) into (100), we get
dσ
dΩ
“ p2piqE
2
i e
2
4m2pi0p f 0
Trr{p f p{p f `mqβµ {pip{pi `mqβνsAˆνpp f ´ piqAˆµppi ´ p f q
“ p2piqE
2
i e
2
4pi0p f 0
rpµi pνi ` pνf p
µ
f ` p
µ
f p
ν
i ` pνf p
µ
i sAˆνpp f ´ piqAˆµppi ´ p f q
(101)
where we used the following trace identities
Trrβµ1βµ2 . . . βµ2n´1s “ 0, (102)
Trrβµ1βµ2 . . . βµ2ns “ gµ1µ2gµ3µ4 . . . gµ2n´1µ2n ` gµ2µ3gµ4µ5 . . . gµ2nµ1 . (103)
Regarding the coulomb potential where only the 0-component is not zero
A0pxq “ Ze|x| , Aˆ
0ppq “
c
2
pi
Ze
|p|2 , (104)
we have for (101) the following result
dσ
dΩ
“ p2piqE
2
i e
2
4pi0p f 0
rp0i p0i ` p0f p0f ` p0f p0i ` p0f p0i sAˆ0pp f ´ piqAˆ0ppi ´ p f q
“ Z2e4 E
2
4|p|4 sin4pϑ{2q .
(105)
The latter formula is equivalent to that obtained in [9] via Feynman diagrammatically ap-
proach.
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VII. Causal Distribution in second order D2px, yq
After setting T1pxq, the second step is to compute the causal distribution D2px, yq. By following
(8) and (9), the intermediate distributions in second order A12 and R
1
2 are given by the following
expressions
A12px, yq “ T˜1pxqT1pyq “ ´T1pxqT1pyq, (106)
R12px, yq “ T1pyqT˜1pxq “ ´T1pyqT1pxq, (107)
where (3) is used.
Replacing (77) into (106) and (107), and using Wick theorem to obtain normal ordered terms,
we have
A12px, yq “ ´T1pxqT1pyq
“ e2 : ψapxqβ
µ
abψbpxq :: ψcpyqβνcdψdpyq : AµpxqAνpyq
“ e2
”
: ψapxqβ
µ
abψbpxqψcpyqβνcdψdpyq : ` : ψapxqβ
µ
abψbpxqψcpyqβνcdψdpyq : `
` : ψapxqβ
µ
abψbpxqψcpyqβνcdψdpyq : ` : ψapxqβ
µ
abψbpxqψcpyqβνcdψdpyq :
ı
ˆ
ˆ
”
: AµpxqAνpyq : `AµpxqAνpyq
ı
,
(108)
where the field contractions are
AµpxqAνpyq “ rAµp´qpxq, Aνp`qpyqs “ gµνiDp`q0 px´ yq, (109)
ψapxqψ¯bpyq “ rψp´qpxq, ψ¯p`qpyqs “
1
i
S
p`q
ab px´ yq, (110)
ψ¯cpxqψdpyq “ rψ¯p´qpxq,ψp`qpyqs “ ´
1
i
S
p´q
dc py´ xq. (111)
Replacing (109), (110) and (111) into (108), we obtain
A12px, yq “ A1p1q2 px, yq ` A
1p2q
2 px, yq ` A
1p3q
2 px, yq ` A
1p4q
2 px, yq ` A
1p5q
2 px, yq`
` e2 : ψβµpxqψpxqψpyqβνψpyq :: AµpxqAνpyq :,
(112)
where
A
1p1q
2 px, yq “ ie2gµν : ψpxqβµψpxqD
p`q
0 px ´ yqψpyqβνψpyq :, (113)
A
1p2q
2 px, yq “ ie2 : ψpyqβνSp´qpy´ xqβµψpxq :: AµpxqAνpyq : ´
´ ie2 : ψpxqβµSp`qpx´ yqβνψpyq :: AµpxqAνpyq :,
(114)
A
1p3q
2 px, yq “ e2 : AµpxqTrrβµSp`qpx´ yqβνSp´qpy´ xqsAνpyq :, (115)
A
1p4q
2 px, yq “ ´e2gµν : ψpyqβνSp´qpy´ xqD
p`q
0 px´ yqβµψpxq : `
` e2gµν : ψpxqβµSp`qpx´ yqDp`q0 px´ yqβνψpyq :,
(116)
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A
1p5q
2 px, yq “ ie2gµνD
p`q
0 px´ yqTrrβµSp`qpx´ yqβνSp´qpy´ xqs. (117)
Similarly, for R12px, yq we have
R12px, yq “ R1p1q2 py, xq ` R
1p2q
2 py, xq ` R
1p3q
2 py, xq ` R
1p4q
2 py, xq ` R
1p5q
2 py, xq`
` e2 : ψpyqβµψpyqψpxqβνψpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq :,
(118)
where
R
1p1q
2 px, yq “ ie2gµν : ψpyqβµψpyqD
p`q
0 py´ xqψpxqβνψpxq :, (119)
R
1p2q
2 px, yq “ ie2 : ψpxqβνSp´qpx´ yqβµψpyq :: AµpyqAνpxq : ´
´ ie2 : ψpyqβµSp`qpy´ xqβνψpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq :,
(120)
R
1p3q
2 py, xq “ e2 : AµpyqTrrβµSp`qpy´ xqβνSp´qpx ´ yqsAνpxq :, (121)
R
1p4q
2 py, xq “ ´e2gµν : ψcpxqβνcdS
p´q
da px´ yqD
p`q
0 py´ xqβ
µ
abψbpyq : `
` e2gµν : ψpyqβµSp`qpy´ xqDp`q0 py´ xqβνψpxq :,
(122)
R
1p5q
2 py, xq “ ie2gµνTrrβµSp`qpy´ xqβνSp´qpx´ yqsD
p`q
0 py´ xq. (123)
The causal distribution D2 is obtained via the subtraction (15), it will takes the following form
D2px, yq “ R12px, yq ´ A12px, yq “ Dp1q2 ` D
p2q
2 `D
p3q
2 ` D
p4q
2 ` D
p5q
2 , (124)
where
D
p1q
2 “ ie2gµν : ψpyqβµψpyq
´
D
p`q
0 py´ xq ´ D
p`q
0 px´ yq
¯
ψpxqβνψpxq :, (125)
D
p2q
2 “ ie2 : ψpxqβν
´
Sp`qpx ´ yq ` Sp´qpx´ yq
¯
βµψpyq :: AµpyqAνpxq : ´
´ ie2 : ψpyqβµ
´
Sp`qpy´ xq ` Sp´qpy´ xq
¯
βνψpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq :,
(126)
D
p3q
2 “ e2TrrβµSp`qpy´ xqβνSp´qpx´ yq ´ βνSp`qpx ´ yqβµSp´qpy´ xqsˆ
ˆ : AµpyqAνpxq :,
(127)
D
p4q
2 “ ´e2gµν : ψpxqβνrSp´qpx´ yqD
p`q
0 py´ xq ` Sp`qpx ´ yqD
p`q
0 px ´ yqsβµψpyq : `
` e2gµν : ψpyqβµrSp`qpy´ xqDp`q0 py´ xq ` Sp´qpy´ xqD
p`q
0 px´ yqsβνψpxq :,
(128)
D
p5q
2 “ ie2βµSp`qpy´ xqβµSp´qpx ´ yqD
p`q
0 py´ xq´
´ ie2βµSp`qpx ´ yqβµSp´qpy´ xqDp`q0 px´ yq.
(129)
We want to emphasize that each term Dpiq2 represents different process in the S-matrix.
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VIII. Moller scattering
Now we will determine the differential cross section of Moller process that consists in the elastic
scattering of two scalar particles bppiq ` bpqiq Ñ bpp f q ` bpq f q, where pi and qi are the momen-
tums before the interaction and the other two ones the momentums after. Therefore, the in and
out states take the following forms
|inMollery “ |Ψiy b |Φiy “
ż
d3p1d
3q1Ψipp1qΦipq1qa:pp1qa:pq1q|0y, (130)
|outMollery “ |Ψ f y b |Φ f y “
ż
d3p2d
3q2Ψ f pp2qΦ f pq2qa:pp2qa:pq2q|0y, (131)
where tΨipp1q,Ψ f pp2q,Φipq1q,Φ f pq2qu are wave packets sharply peaked in tpi, p f , qi, q f u respec-
tively.
Taking into account the creation and annihilation operators in the computation of the scatter-
ing amplitude xoutMoller|S|inMollery, it is not difficult to note that only the term coming from Dp1q2
will be not null.
Besides, by using the property Dp`q0 pxq “ ´D
p´q
0 p´xq we can rewrite D
p1q
2 px, yq in the follow-
ing form
D
p1q
2 px, yq “ ´e2igµν : ψpyqβµψpyqD0px´ yqψpxqβνψpxq :, (132)
where we can see that its numerical part is D0px ´ yq.
i. Causal splitting of D0
To continue our study of Moller process, we must perform the causal splitting procedure of D0px´
yq. Therefore, as developed in section III, we will work with the Fourier transform of D0px ´ yq
given in (52) and which we rewrite here
pD0ppq “ i2pi δpp2qsgnpp0q. (133)
The power counting function for pD0ppq is determined using (18). Thus, we must compute the
form of pD0p pα q, this is pD0p p
α
q “ i
2pi
δpp2α´2qsgnpp0α´1q
“ iα
2
2pi
δpp2qsgnpp0α´1q.
(134)
From (134), it is not difficult to conclude that with ρpαq “ α´2 we obtain a not null quasi-
asymptotic
lim
αÑ0
ρpαq
A pD0p p
α
q, qf ppqE “ A pD0ppq, qf ppqE ‰ 0. (135)
Therefore, regarding (19), the order of singularity of Dˆ0 is
ωrD0s “ ´2, (136)
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which means that pD0ppq is a regular distribution and its splitting in retarded and advanced part
can be done using the Heaviside step function as
D0px´ yq “ θpx0 ´ y0qD0px´ yq ´ θpy0 ´ x0qD0px´ yq
“ Dret0 px´ yq ´ Dadv0 px´ yq,
(137)
where Dret0 px´ yq “ θpx0 ´ y0qD0px´ yq and Dadv0 px´ yq “ θpy0 ´ x0qD0px ´ yq.
From (132) and (137), the second order retarded distribution Rp1q2 px, yq is given by
R
p1q
2 px, yq “ ´e2igµν : ψpyqβµψpyqDret0 px ´ yqψpxqβνψpxq : . (138)
As a last step, with the help of the equations (14), (138) and (119), we can determine Tp1q2 px, yq
in the following form
T
p1q
2 px, yq “ R
p1q
2 ´ R
1p1q
2
“ ´e2igµνβµabβνcd : ψapyqψbpyqψcpxqψdpxq : Dret0
´ re2βµabβνcd : ψapyqψbpyqψcpxqψdpxq : igµνD
p`q
0 py´ xqs
“ ´e2igµνβµabβνcd : ψapyqψbpyqψcpxqψdpxq : DF0 px´ yq,
(139)
where Tp1q2 px, yq is the 2-point distribution associated with the Moller process and DF0 pxq ”
Dret0 pxq ´ D
p´q
0 pxq is the well known Feynman propagator for a massless scalar field.
ii. Computation of the differential cross section
The non-null scattering amplitude ApMoqf i will come from the S-matrix term
Sp1qpgq “ 1
2!
ż
d4yd4xT
p1q
2 px, yqgpxqgpyq. (140)
Regarding (130) and (131), and taking the adiabatic limit for the computations, we have ApMoqf i
as
A
pMoq
f i “ xoutMo|Sp1q|inMoy
“
ż
d3p2d
3q2
ż
d3p1d
3q1Ψ
˚
f pp2qΦ˚f pq2qA˜pMoqi f Ψipp1qΦipq1q
(141)
where
A˜
pMoq
i f “ x0|app2qapq2qSp1qa:pp1qa:pq1q|0y
“ ´ 1
2!
ż
d4yd4xe2igµνβ
µ
abβ
ν
cdD
F
0 px´ yqˆ
ˆ x0|app2qapq2qψp`qa pyqψ
p`q
c pxqψp´qb pyqψ
p´q
d pxqa:pp1qa:pq1q|0y
(142)
By using Wick theorem, the contractions (82) and (83), and the formulaż
d4xd4yDF0 px´ yqeiAx`iBy “ p2piq4δpA` Bqr´
1
A2 ` i0 s, (143)
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we can reduce the expression (142) into
A˜
pMoq
f i “ δpq2 ´ q1 ` p2 ´ p1qM, (144)
where
M “ e
2igµν
p2piq2
”
u´app2qβµabu´b pp1qu´cpq2qβνcdu´d pq1q
1
pq2 ´ q1q2 ` i0
` u´app2qβµabu´b pq1qu´cpq2qβνcdu´d pp1q
1
pq2 ´ p1q2 ` i0
ı (145)
As is known, in the center-of-mass reference the differential cross section is given by the
following formula
dσc.m
dΩ
“ p2piq2 E
2
4
|M|2. (146)
In the particular case of the Moller scattering, we have for the factor |M|2 the following
expression
|M|2 “
“ e
4
p2piq4
«
1
16m4p0f p
0
i q
0
f q
0
i
gµαgνω
pq f ´ qiq4
Tr
"
{p f p{p f `mqβα {pip{pi `mqβω
*
Tr
"
{q f p{q f `mqβµ{qip{qi `mqβν
*
` 1
16m4p0f p
0
i q
0
f q
0
i
gµαgνω
pq f ´ qiq2pq f ´ piq2
Tr
"
{p f p{p f `mqβα {pip{pi `mqβν{q f p{q f `mqβµ{qip{qi `mqβω
*
` 1
16m4p0f q
0
i q
0
f p
0
i
gµαgνω
pq f ´ piq2pq f ´ qiq2
Tr
"
{p f p{p f `mqsβα{qip{qi `mqβν{q f p{q f `mqβµ {pip{pi `mqβω
*
` 1
16m4p0f q
0
i q
0
f p
0
i
gµαgνω
pq f ´ piq4
Tr
"
{p f p{p f `mqβα{qip{qi `mqβω
*
Tr
"
{q f p{q f `mqβµ {pip{pi `mqβν
*ff
.
(147)
The traces can be performed with the help of properties (102) and (103). In the bellow expres-
sion we present its final result
|M|2 “ e
4
p2piq4
1
4E4
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ppiqiq ` pq f qiqpq f ´ piq2 ` pqipiq ` pp f qiqpp f ´ piq2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
. (148)
In order to compare with other results, we will use the Mandelstam variables s “ ppi ` qiq2 “
pp f ` q f q2, t “ ppi ´ p f q2, u “ ppi ´ q f q2, to rewrite the expression (148) in the following form
|M|2 “ e
4
p2piq4
1
16E4
ˇˇˇˇ
s´ t
u
` s´ u
t
ˇˇˇˇ2
. (149)
Replacing (149) into (146), we finally obtain
dσc.m
dΩ
“ α
2
4s
ˇˇˇˇ
s´ t
u
` s´ u
t
ˇˇˇˇ2
. (150)
The final result (146), is identical to that obtained by C. Itzykson and J. B. Zuber in [63] and
by J. Beltran in [64].
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IX. Compton scattering
The Compton scattering process is represented as
bppiq ` γpkiq Ñ bpp f q ` γpk f q, (151)
where bppi, f q represents a scalar with momentum pi, f and γpki, f q a photon with momentum ki, f .
Therefore, the in and out states can be written as follows
|inCompy “ |Ψiy b |Φiy
“
ż
d3p1d
3k1Ψipp1qΦipk1qa:pp1qε iνpk1qc:νpk1q|0y,
(152)
|outCompy “ |Ψ f y b |Φ f y
“
ż
d3p2d
3k2Ψ f pp2qΦ f pk2qa:pp2qε f µpk2qc:µpk2q|0y,
(153)
where Ψi, f pp1q and Φi, f pk2q are wave packets sharply peaked in pi, f and ki, f , a: and c:ν are the
creation operators of a scalar particle and a photon, and ε iν and ε f µ are the initial and final vector
polarization for photons, respectively.
Therefore, the transition scattering amplitude A f i “ xoutComp|S|inCompy is expressed as fol-
lows
A
Comp
f i “
ż
d3p2d
3k2
ż
d3p1d
3k1Ψ
˚
f pp2qΦ˚f pk2qA˜Compf i Ψipp1qΦipk1q, (154)
where
A˜
Comp
f i “ x0|app2qε f µpk2qcµpk2qSa:pp1qε iνpk1qc
:
νpk1q|0y. (155)
From (155), it is not difficult to note that the term of T2, which give us a non-null value, will
come from Dp2q2 . In consequence, we must causal split these term of D2. we can rewrite D
p2q
2 here
in the following form
D
p2q
2 “e2i : ψpxqβνSpx´ yqβµψpyq :: AµpyqAνpxq : ´
´ e2i : ψpyqβµSpy´ xqβνψpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq :,
(156)
where we can see that the numerical parts to causal split are Spx ´ yq and Spy´ xq.
i. The causal splitting of Spx ´ yq
In momentum space the function Sˆppq had given in (56). Thus, in order to determine the order
of singularity ω of Sˆppq, we will compute the form of Sˆpp{αq
Sˆp p
α
q “ i
2pim
r{pα´1p{pα´1 `mqsδpp2α´2 ´m2qsgnpp0α´1q
“ i
2pim
r{pp{p`mαqsδpp2 ´ α2m2qsgnpp0α´1q.
(157)
Now, by using (157) and (18), we can see that for a power counting function ρpηq “ 1, we
obtain the following non-null quasi-asymptotic distribution
lim
αÑ0
ρpαqxSˆp p
α
q, fˇ ppqy “ x i
2pim
r{p{psδpp2qsgnpp0q, fˇ ppqy ‰ 0. (158)
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Therefore, from (19), we can obtain the following order of singularity
ωrSˆppqs “ 0. (159)
Differently to the Moller process, here we obtain that Sˆppq is a singular distribution. This result
agree with the order of singularity founded by G. Scharf et al. [17] for the same process but using
Klein-Gordon-Fock formalism. Furtheremore, is in contradiction with the standard formalism of
QFT where all tree level processes are considered regular ones.
In consequence of its singular nature, the retarded part of Sˆppq is given by (21). By Replacing
(56) into (21), we have
rˆ0ppq “
1
m
r{pp{p`mqst i2pi sgnpp
0q
ż 8
0
dt
2t pDmpptq
p1´ t` sgnpp0qi0`qu ` C, (160)
where the constant C is a 5ˆ 5 matrix which is not fixed by the causal splitting procedure.
For the sake of evaluating the integral in (160), we can use the fact that the order of singularity
of Dˆmppq is ωrDˆmppqs “ ´2. Thus, using (20), it is not difficult to note that the factor between
braces in (160) is Dretm ppq. Therefore, the most general solution for the retarded part S˜retppq is
equal to
S˜retppq “ 1
m
r{pp{p`mqsDretm ppq `C. (161)
Furthermore, in the same style of equations (55) or (56), we can write the first term of the
right hand side of equation (161) as follows
Sretppq “ 1
m
r{pp{p`mqsDretm ppq, (162)
which is the retarded part obtained via the product of Spx ´ yq by the Heaviside step function.
The latter means that we could split Spx ´ yq by the standard procedure as
Spx´ yq “ Sretpx´ yq ´ Sadvpx´ yq, (163)
but, CPT tell us that this splitting is not unique because the singular order of Spx ´ yq. In
configuration space, the most general solution (161) will be rewritten as
S˜retpx´ yq “ Sretpx´ yq ` Cδpx´ yq. (164)
We will use the configuration space solution (164) to fix C later.
On the other hand, by noting that the numerical part Spy´ xq has opposite sign in its input
part, we conclude that its retarded par is given by
S˜retpy´ xq “ ´Sadvpy´ xq `C1δpx´ yq (165)
With the help of (164) and (165), the retarded distribution Rp2q2 is
R
p2q
2 “e2i : ψpxqβν
´
Sretpx´ yq ` Cδpx´ yq
¯
βµψpyq :: AµpyqAνpxq : ´
´ e2i : ψpyqβµp´Sadvpy´ xq ` Cδpx´ yqqβνψpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq : .
(166)
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Now, by performing the difference Tp2q2 “ R
p2q
2 ´R
1p2q
2 , we obtain for the two point distribution,
associated with the Compton process, the following form
T
p2q
2 px, yq “ e2i : ψpxqβν
´
´ SFpx ´ yq ` Cδpx´ yq
¯
βµψpyq :: AµpyqAνpxq : `
` e2i : ψpyqβµ
´
´ SFpy´ xq ´ C1δpx ´ yq
¯
βνψpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq :,
(167)
where SFpxq “ Sp´qpxq ´ Sretpxq “ ´Sp`qpxq ´ Sadvpxq is the feynman propagator as usual.
Because of the symmetry property of Tp2q2 px, yq under the interchange of variable x Õ y, we
can see that C1 “ ´C, and obtain
T
p2q
2 px, yq “ e2i : ψpxqβν
´
´ SFpx ´ yq ` Cδpx´ yq
¯
βµψpyq :: AµpyqAνpxq : `
` e2i : ψpyqβµ
´
´ SFpy´ xq `Cδpx ´ yq
¯
βνψpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq : .
(168)
ii. Fixation of constants C
Because of the singular nature of Dp2q2 px, yq, the causal splitting procedure (based on causality and
gauge invariance at first order) give us a family of 2-point causal distributions Tp2q2 px, yq repre-
sented in the freedom of constant C. To fix this constant, we must use other physical properties
of the theory.
Graphically, the Compton scattering has two external photon legs, this allows us to use per-
turbative gauge invariance at second order to determine C. Therefore, we need to compute the
gauge derivative dQT2px, yq, using (69) this result is
dQT2px, yq “ e2i : ψpxqβν
´
´ SFpx´ yq `Cδpx ´ yq
¯
βµψpyq :: iBµupyqAνpxq : `
` e2i : ψpxqβν
´
´ SFpx´ yq ` Cδpx´ yq
¯
βµψpyq :: AµpyqiBνupxq : `
` e2i : ψpyqβµ
´
´ SFpy´ xq ` Cδpx´ yq
¯
βνψpxq :: AµpyqiBνupxq : `
` e2i : ψpyqβµ
´
´ SFpy´ xq ` Cδpx´ yq
¯
βνψpxq :: iBµupyqAνpxq :
(169)
Defining Qνµxy as
Q
νµ
xy “: ψpxqβν
”
´ SFpx´ yq `Cδpx ´ yq
ı
βµψpyq : `
` : ψpyqβµ
”
´ SFpy´ xq `Cδpx ´ yq
ı
βνψpxq :,
(170)
we can rewrite (169), as
dQT2px, yq “ e2i2Byµ
´
Q
νµ
xy : upyqAνpxq :
¯
´ e2i2ByµpQνµxyq : upyqAνpxq : `
` e2i2Bxν
´
Q
νµ
xy : Aµpyqupxq :
¯
´ e2i2BxνpQνµxyq : Aµpyqupxq : .
(171)
Examining (67) and (171), it is clear that to get a gauge invariance S-matrix at second order, it
is necessary to fulfill the following conditions
BxνpQνµxyq “ 0 “ ByµpQνµxyq. (172)
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By evaluating the first derivative of (172), we obtain
Bν,xQµν “: Bν,xψpxqβνr´SFpx ´ yq ` Cδpx´ yqsβµψpyq : `
` : ψpxqβνr´Bν,xSFpx ´ yq ` CBν,xδpx ´ yqsβµψpyq : `
` : ψpyqβµr´Bν,xSFpy´ xq ` CBν,xδpx ´ yqsβνψpxq : `
` : ψpyqβµr´SFpy´ xq ` Cδpx´ yqsβνBν,xψpxq : .
(173)
Besides, we can write the DKP Feynman propagator SFpxq regarding (51) and (161), thus we
obtain
SFpxq “ Sp´qpxq ´ Sretpxq “ ´Sp`qpxq ´ Sadvpxq “ ´ 1
m
ri{Bpi{B `mqsDFpxq. (174)
In order to obtain the derivative of SFpxq, that we need to replace in (173), we can multiplied
(174) from the left by pi{B ´mq to obtain the following expression
i{BSFpxq “ mSFpxq ` i
m
{Bδpxq. (175)
On the other hand, regarding the property βµ: “ η0βµη0, we can demonstrate that the trans-
pose conjugate of SFpxq is given by pSFpxqq: “ η0SFp´xqη0. After this, we can conjugate (175) to
get the following result
´iBνSFp´xqβν “ mSFp´xq ´ i
m
{Bδpxq. (176)
Replacing (175) and (176) into (173), we have
Bν,xQµν “ ` : ψpxqr´ 1
m
{Bδpxq ` C{Bδpx´ yqsβµψpyq : `
` : ψpyqβµr´ 1
m
{Bδpxq ` C{Bδpx ´ yqsψpxq :,
(177)
where we can see clear that to satisfy the condition (172), C must be
C “ I
m
, (178)
where I is the 5ˆ 5 identity matrix.
iii. Computation of the differential cross section
By replacing (178) into (168), we obtain the 2-point distribution associated with the Compton
process Tp2q2 px, yq given by the following expression
T
p2q
2 px, yq “ e2i : ψpxqβν
ˆ
´SFpx´ yq ` I
m
δpx ´ yq
˙
βµψpyq :: AµpyqAνpxq :
` e2i : ψpyqβµ
ˆ
´SFpy´ xq ` I
m
δpx ´ yq
˙
βνψpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq : .
(179)
In order to compute the differential cross section, we will denote as Sp2q2 the term of S-matrix
associated with the Compton scattering. Regarding (179), Sp2q2 can be written in the following
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form
S
p2q
2 “
1
2
ż
d4xd4yT
p2q
2 px, yqgpxqgpyq
“ ´1
2
ż
d4xd4ye2i : ψpxqβνcdSFpx´ yqβµψpyq :: AµpyqAνpxq : gpxqgpyq´
´ 1
2
ż
d4xd4ye2i : ψpyqβµabSFpy´ xqβνψpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq : gpxqgpyq`
` e
2i
m
ż
d4x : ψpxqβµβνψpxq :: AµpxqAνpxq : g2pxq,
(180)
where in the last integral we had joined the two terms coming from the Dirac delta functions.
This term could be seen as a graph where we have two photons and two scalars legs interacting
in the same point. As pointed out by Akhiezer and Berestetskii in [9], an advantage of DKP
theory is that this term do not appear. But, from (180), it is indisputable that such term appears
because of the singular nature of the causal propagator associated. The same happens in SQED4
when it is studied by CPT too [17].
To continue, we will split Sp2q2 in the following form
S
p2q
2 “a S
p2q
2 `b S
p2q
2 , (181)
where
aS
p2q
2 “
e2i
m
ż
d4x : ψpxqβµβνψdpxq :: AµpxqAνpxq : g2pxq, (182)
bS
p2q
2 “ ´
e2i
2
ż
d4xd4y : ψpxqβνSFpx ´ yqβµψpyq :: AµpyqAνpxq : gpxqgpxq
´ e
2i
2
ż
d4xd4y : ψpyqβµSFpy´ xqβνψdpxq :: AµpyqAνpxq : gpxqgpxq.
(183)
Therefore, the scattering amplitude distribution S˜Compf i can be written as
A˜
Comp
f i “a A
p2q
i f `b A
p2q
i f (184)
where, in the adiabatic limit gpxq Ñ 1, we have
aA
p2q
i f “
e2i
m
ż
d4xx0|app2q : ψpxqβµβνψpxq : a:pp1q|0yˆ
ˆ x0|ε f βpk2qcβpk2q : AµpxqAνpxq : ε iαpk1qc:αpk1q|0y,
(185)
bA
p2q
i f “ ´e2i
ż
d4xd4yx0|app2q : ψpxqβνSFpx´ yqβµψpyq : a:pp1q|0yˆ
ˆ x0|ε f βpk2qcβpk2q : AµpyqAνpxq : ε iαpk1qc:αpk1q|0y.
(186)
Before to reduce the expressions (185) and (186), firts of all we will consider a real polarization
vector εν with the following properties
εν “ p0, εq, ε.k “ 0, ε2 “ 1. (187)
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Secondly, we will use the following contractions between the electromagnetic field Aµpxq and
the creation or annihilation operator for photons
ε f βpkjqcβpkjqAµpxq “ p2piq´3{2
ε f µpkjqa
2ωj
eik jx, (188)
Aµpxqε iβpkjqc:βpkjq “ p2piq´3{2
ε iµpkjq?
2ω
e´ik jx. (189)
Returning to the computation of aA
p2q
i f , we can use Wick theorem and contractions (82), (83),
(188) and (189) to reduce the vacuum expectation values in (185), this is
x0|app2q : ψpxqβµβνψpxq : a:pp1q|0y “
“ x0|app2q : ψ¯apxqβµacβνcdψdpxq : a:pp1q|0y
“ 1p2piq3 u
´pp2qβµβνu´pp1qe´ipp1´p2qx,
(190)
x0|ε f βpk2qaβpk2q : AµpxqAνpxq : ε iαpk1qa:αpk1q|0y “
“ x0|ε f βpk f qaβpk f q : AµpxqAνpxq : ε iαpkiqa:αpkiq|0y`
` x0|ε f βpk2qaβpk2q : AµpxqAνpxq : ε iαpk1qa:αpk1q|0y
“ p2piq´3 ε f µpk2qa
2ω f
ε iνpk1q?
2ωi
e´ipk1´k2qx ` p2piq´3 ε f νpk2qa
2ω f
ε iµpk1q?
2ωi
e´ipk1´k2qx .
(191)
Replacing (190) and (191) into (185), we obtain
aA
p2q
i f “ δpp1 ´ p2 ` k1 ´ k2qMa, (192)
where
Ma “ ie
2
mp2piq2?2ω1
?
2ω2
ru´pp2q{ε f {εiu´pp1q ` u´pp2q{εi{ε f u´pp1qs. (193)
For the reduction of bA
p2q
i f , the computation is similar but not equal because of Spx ´ yq func-
tion between the β-matrices. The final result for bA
p2q
i f is
bA
p2q
i f “ δpp2 ` k2 ´ p1 ´ k1qMb, (194)
where
Mb “ ´
e2i
mp2piq2a2ω f?2ω1
«
u´pp2q{εip{p1 ´ {k2qp{p1 ´ {k2 `mq{ε f u´pp1q
pp1 ´ k2q2 ´m2
`
`
u´pp2q{ε f p{p1 ` {k1qp{p1 ` {k1 `mq{εiu´pp1q
pp1 ` k1q2 ´m2
ff
.
(195)
With (194) and (192), the transition amplitude A˜Compf i could be written as
A˜
Comp
f i “ δpp2 ` k2 ´ p1 ´ k1qM, M “Ma `Mb (196)
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Using the laboratory reference frame, the differential cross section is given by
dσ
dΩ
ˇˇˇ
lab
“ p2piq2
ω3fE f
mωi
|Mppi, ki, p f , k f q|2. (197)
where
|M|2 “ |Ma|2 `M˚aMb `M˚bMa ` |Mb|2 (198)
and, because the sharply peaked form of the wave packets, we have the following change of
variables
p1 Ñ pi, p2 Ñ p f , k1 Ñ ki, k2 Ñ k f (199)
Before of the computation of the terms in (198), we must take into account two facts. Firstly,
because we are working in the laboratory system, then pi “ pm, 0q. The latter implies that
piε i “ 0, piε f “ 0, (200)
which complement the polarization conditions (187) which has the following covariant form
ε iki “ 0, ε f k f “ 0. (201)
Furthermore, the denominators of fractions in the brackets of (195), will be reduced to
ppi ´ k f q2 ´m2 “ ´2pik f “ ´2mω f , (202)
ppi ` kiq2 ´m2 “ 2piki “ 2mωi. (203)
Secondly, we will find traces with the form Trr {A1 {A2 . . . {Ans which are null in the case where
n is odd and in another one that we will present next. By using (103), it is not difficult to obtain
the following result
Trr {A1 {A2 . . . {A2ns “ pA1.A2qpA3.A4q . . . pA2n´1.A2nq ` pA2.A3qpA4.A5q . . . pA2n.A1q. (204)
In consequence, from (200), (201) and (204), we can construct many null traces. As an example
we could write
Trr. . . {εi {pi{εi . . .s “ 0, (205)
Trr. . . {pi{ε f {k f . . .s “ 0, (206)
Trr. . . {ε f {pi{εi . . .s “ 0, (207)
and other combinations.
Now, returning to (198), we have
|Ma|2 “ e
4
28m4pi4ωiω f p0i p
0
f
˜
Tr
„
{p f p{p f `mq{ε f {εi{pip{pi `mq{εi{ε f

`
` Tr
„
{p f p{p f `mq{ε f {εi {pip{pi `mq{ε f {εi

` Tr
„
{p f p{p f `mq{εi{ε f {pip{pi `mq{εi{ε f

`
` Tr
„
{p f p{p f `mq{εi{ε f {pip{pi `mq{ε f {εi
¸
,
(208)
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M
˚
aMb “
e4
28m5pi4ωiω2f p
0
i p
0
f
Tr
„
p{εi{ε f ` {ε f {εiq{p f p{p f `mq{εip{pi ´ {k f qˆ
ˆ p{pi ´ {k f `mq {ε f {pip{pi `mq

´ e
4
28m5pi4ω2i ω f p
0
i p
0
f
ˆ
ˆ Tr
„
p{εi{ε f ` {ε f {εiq{p f p{p f `mq{ε f p{pi ` {kiqp{pi ` {ki `mq {εi {pip{pi `mq

,
(209)
|Mb|2 “
e4
28m4pi4ω3fωi
Tr
„
{p f p{p f `mq{εip{pi ´ {k f qˆ
ˆ p{pi ´ {k f `mq{ε f {pip{pi `mq {ε f p{pi ´ {k f qp{pi ´ {k f `mq{εi

´ e
4
28m4pi4ω2fω
2
i
Tr
„
{p f p{p f `mq{εip{pi ´ {k f qˆ
ˆ p{pi ´ {k f `mq {ε f {pip{pi `mq{εip{pi ` {kiqp{pi ` {ki `mq{ε f

´ e
4
28m4pi4ω2fω
2
i
Tr
„
{p f p{p f `mq{ε f p{pi ` {kiqˆ
ˆ p{pi ` {ki `mq{εi{pip{pi `mq {ε f p{pi ´ {k f qp{pi ´ {k f `mq{εi

` e
4
28m4pi4ω fω3i
Tr
„
{p f p{p f `mq{ε f p{pi ` {kiqˆ
ˆ p{pi ` {ki `mq{εi{pip{pi `mq {εi p{pi ` {kiqp{pi ` {ki `mq{ε f

.
(210)
With the help of null traces combination that we constructed before, we can see that the boxed
terms in (209) and (210) are surrounded by other which cancel the terms that they belong, this is
M
˚
aMb “ 0 “M˚bMa, |Mb|2 “ 0. (211)
Similarly, there are null terms in (208) coming from the products {εi {pi{εi, {ε f {pi{εi, {εi {pi{ε f and{ε f {pi{ε f . Avoiding this terms and those with an odd number of β-matrices, we have
|Ma|2 “ e
4
28m4pi4ωiω f p0i p
0
f
ˆ
Tr
”
{p f {p f {ε f {εi {pi {pi{εi{ε f
ı
` Tr
”
{p f {p f {ε f {εi{pi {pi{ε f {εi
ı
` Tr
”
{p f {p f {εi{ε f {pi{pi{εi{ε f
ı
` Tr
”
{p f {p f {εi{ε f {pi{pi{ε f {εi
ı˙
“ e
4
26pi4ωiω fmE f
pε i.ε f q2
(212)
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Replacing (212) and (211) into (197), we obtain
dσ
dΩ
ˇˇˇ
lab
“
e4ω2f
16pi2m2ω2i
pε i.ε f q2
“
α2ω2f
m2ω2i
´
ε f .ε i
¯2
.
(213)
In the framework of Klein-Gordon-Fock equation, the result (213) was obtained in [63] and
using CPT in [64]. It is important to emphasize here that, as showed in (192), the only non-null
contribution for the differential cross section comes from the Dirac delta function which appear
because of the order of singularity ω “ 0 in the causal splitting process. In other words, as
in the standard QFT approach, the only non-null contribution comes from the four legs vertex
„: ψpxq {Aµpxq {Aνpxqψpxq : which appear from the theory in the CPT point of view.
X. Discussion and Conclusions
Along this article, we summarized and used the axiomatic approach for QFT known as CPT to
compute the differential cross sections of scattering processes, in the tree level, for SDKP4. The
objective of this computation is compare the results with those obtained for SQED4 to establish
the equivalence between both formalisms.
In section V we introduced the principle of perturbative gauge invariance to determine the
correct form of the base term T1px1q to construct the S-Matrix for SDKP4. With the term T1
defined, we determined the differential cross section in the scattering of a scalar particle via non
quantized electromagnetic field obtaining the same result as that obtained in SQED4. After that,
we proceed to use CPT to determine de Causal 2-point distribution D2px1, x2q which contain
many processes: Moller, Bhabha, Compton, vacuum polarization and self-energy.
The differential cross section computed for Moller and Compton processes are the same for
the ones obtained via SQED4. We must highlight the case of Compton scattering where we found
a singular DKP propagator ω “ 0 because of the extra {p comming from the β-matrix algebra.
The same happens in SQED4 via CPT [17,64] in the case where two derivatives scalar fields were
contracted via Wick theorem. Furthermore, these singular propagators reproduce the second
order terms „ e2AµAµφ˚φ and „ e2ψ¯ {Aµ {Aµψ for SQED4 and SDKP4, respectively. In SQED4, via
CPT or Feynman diagrams, the term „ e2AµAµφ˚φ is really important because the contributions
from the other diagrams are null [63, 64]. For SDKP4 we see the same in section IX.
The recovery of the interaction between two scalars and two photons in the same point is
the most relevant result of this work. We are completely sure that the interaction of four scalars,
needed to have a renormalized theory, could be recovery too. As demonstrated in [17], for SQED4,
the latter comes naturally from the singular order ω ą 0 of a general graph with four scalar legs.
We let the latter computation for a future work. At least, in the tree level, we conclude that SDKP4
and SQED4 are equivalent.
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